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What is drama?
A collective agreement to pretend. 
We ‘step into the shoes of someone else’ to 
explore an issue or a series of events.
Drama engages our imagination as we try out 
ideas in different situations.



Learning in drama:
Forming: the creating and structuring of 
drama work
Presenting: the sharing and performing 
of drama work
Responding: the reflecting in, analysis 
of, and response to drama work.



Drama and language learning
Research shows results include improved:

Spontaneity
Fluency 
Articulation
Vocabulary
Language registers
Imagination
Grammatical and narrative structures.



Example of Cinderella drama ideas
I like to use traditional stories for 
drama. The familiarity of traditional 
tales provides security for the 
beginning drama student and 
teacher.



Narrative structure
Teacher models
Students retell
Readers Theatre
Timeline of events



Communicating information
Guided tours of

Palace
Cinderella’s home
Palace kitchen
Rooms of state



Identifying key moments
Still images

Photos from the family album
Tapping in
Spontaneous monologue (Stream 
of consciousness)



Exploring attitudes and points of view: 
Prince Charming – who reveals that he is not 
really interested in getting married except to 
produce an heir to the throne;
Cinderella – who reveals she will do anything 
to escape from her unbearable family;
The chief cook – who is angry at having to 
suddenly prepare the food for hundreds of 
guests for the Prince’s ball;
The nervous pageboy – who has found the 
shoe Cinderella left behind but is too scared to 
tell the Prince, so he has come to ask the 
students for advice.



Participation in dialogue
facilitates language learning. Drama allows 
students to use their language knowledge to 
create and to respond to dialogue in varying 
contexts and for varying purposes. The fact 
that Drama is a collaborative experience 
under the management of the entire group, not 
just the teacher, allows for the possibility of 
student ownership of the learning situation 
and assists students in becoming intrinsically 
involved in developing dialogue so that the 
social interaction of the drama may continue 
(Kao & O'Neill, 1998)



Two Projects
Project 1

DOL: Drama and Oral Language 
2004

4 schools; Normal Technical 
Students (S4) ; 10 hours of 
drama externally planned and 
facilitated by trained teachers.



Communication requirements
Lost civilization

Info: mantle of expert 
roles as scientists.
Soc. Int.: roleplay 
scientists and ‘others’; 
persuade release of 
Susan Lim.
LR & exp: create the 
roles and location of 
‘other group’ 

Missing Girl

Info: relating events to 
lived experiences
Soc. Int: interviewing 
roles in hot-seats, planning 
sequence of events

LR & exp: discussion and 
interpretation of pre-text



(cont.)

Bukit Merah
Info: investigate use 
and misuse of power
Soc. Int: cooperate in 
meeting in role to plan 
approach to Sultan
LR & exp: respond to 
story & create village 
and roles

Spy Drama
Info: immigration at 
airport.
Soc. Int: plan ‘back 
story’ to roles; 
investigate events 
LR & exp: participate 
in role in constructed 
sequence of events



Pre
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Teacher comments Student comments

Thinking
Cooperation
Confidence
Enjoyment
Contextualised
Motivation
Overall 

Enjoyable
You have to think and 
learn in a different 
way.
More confident
Know more words
Imagination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinking:Ben: Woodgrove: It sets off creative thinking. They’re put with questions, or rather scenarios, situations where they have to think and come up with questions or rather scenarios – situations where they have to think and come up with some possible solutions – that’s one good thing that will help them to activate their thinking.Ken: Fajar: right now the improvement I see is  now they do process the words in their mind and the words they express are smoother and I think generally in a better standard of English.Cooperation:Ben: Woodgrove: and of top of that, with this drama class, they work as a team.Ken: Fajar: I think the tendency is that they like to hang around with their own racial groups like Chinese with Chinese and when they are in together with their own groups they they very easily will speak in their mother tongue but when it comes to having other races around they are compelled to speak English and I think that is very important yeah. … I think definitely promotes a lot of cooperation and tolerance for one another you know and previously they don’t usually work with other friends but in this groupings where it changes every week they cooperate and work with different peopleM:	ExcellentK:	The study promotes a lot of bonding with other peopleCoral: Probably when the non Chinese they are speaking to or the different groups of students are speaking to each other they able to respond more actively to each other in English whereas perhaps in the first term when they were not in the course there was some sore of gap between them so usually they like to talk a lot and they might even argue across a class but it might be in mother tongue but for now you can see that it’s a bit more corrective they are able to respond almost immediately to each other in English language. Confidence:Ben: Woodgrove: I see that at the beginning they were all really unwilling to speak up. By the end of the session today I can see that they’re more … um … more confident … um … but the language skills are sill a bit lacking because, you know, they can’t change with such a short time. …initially I saw the first three or four sessions it was more difficult to get them started because its like you know they you go first you go first they were just pushing one anther forth yeah but um today’s session was quite interesting as in that they had to come up with a skit or a play or a little presentation and within a few minutes they all got settled down and they started to do their little roles and they come up with they own ah portrayal of their understanding so I thought that was really quite good yeah Ken: Fajar: they have more confidence now in speaking in front of their classmates. Int: is this something you have noticed or something they have told you? Ken: this is something they have told me and I can see the improvement. /// over the past few lessons there has been a noticeable improvement in their ability to speak in front of their own classmates.Enjoyment:Ken: Fajar: first and foremost they enjoy the activities tremedously. they’ve mentioned that they enjoy the activities Ben: Woodgrove: I see that a few of them do look forward to it because it is out of the norm um some of them need to express themselves and in the classroom situation where they have to sit and listen or be involved in a more subdued way this setting allows some of these pupils to be free to express themselves and I see that in their in their mannerisms where they want to be actively involved.CHIJ St T:There are girls who are not so enthusiastic about it and I have extreme cases and some were very enthusiastic about it because it is a way of learning English that um you know is more hands on more interactive and so on for the others I think they are very immersed in their own comfort zones for so long that to get up and to participate is something that they are quite (lack luster) about yeah that’s what I feel that’s what I mean by mixed reactions. to be honest with you really very honest with you I get the feeling some of the girls it is they enjoy it because it’s the first time they actually get to experience ah to work at drama alright they enjoy it but whether or not it has actually helped them with their English is very difficult for us to evaluate it because there is no criteria for that evaluation and this is a very practical experience as well ah whereas English when we mark the papers its theoretical so to gauge whether the improvement or ah the improvement they show for their English paper is due to this seven week workshop is something that is very subjective that I cant measure and therefore I wouldn’t be comfortable saying that they improve because of this program yeah Contextualised:Ben: Woodgrove: you know language must be used in a way where it is real, you know, and not just be in a classroom teaching where I tell you the parts of it and sometimes you don’t really get to practice all those things. And I thought this drama group did provide the opportunity for them to try out some of those things.Ben: Woodgrove: Um I think it would be good if they start at a younger age. I think normal tech class not maybe not just normal tech classes for all across it can be put into English language teaching um curriculum and you know we can do it once a week with them for a certain number of months or even up to a year and from there we (just continue) I think it would be good really because language must not be taught in the classroom alone it must be taught in a real realistic fashion Motivation: Coral: I think if its organized on a modular basis for a short period of time perhaps one to two months the students would benefit but if its for the whole year round I don’t see how the students would be able to (distern the same part of lessons) as normal tech students they prefer a variety of things happening during the lessons sometimes they might require oral communication to be done during the lessons sometimes they might want written work other times group work and so on a variety of lessons to be conducted.Woodgrove: Ben: Ok (one boy azrail) he is ah hes very keen to learn and generally because he is wheelchair bound and the most of the time he has someone to help to do some tasks this time around he wanted to be the director you know each opportunity that comes he wants to be more involved in that you know and I thought that was nice you know seeing that he wants to be more actively involved in doing things rather than being helped all the timeM:	By other people yeahB:	Yeah And today while I was looking at one of the girls she’s generally quite lazy, generally. Um I think it could be due to boredom but last week and this week I observed her she was very keen to be the director and she was getting ideas you know and trying to move people along and I though hey that’s nice to see I don’t think she’s even aware of it but I was just observing from afar and I though hey something good after all for this child.Overall:Ken: Fajar: Ah I’ve seen this with my own eyes I think the activities are suitable for the students the trainers are competent and the kids enjoy the activities the kids are on task especially for this group of students and the results are clear that they do improve they they do gain confidence in speaking and they um they have a good time at the end of the day. Ben: Fajar: do you think time, more time doing this sort of thing would help?B:	Definatley defiantly I think I think it’s really a good program in fact I was just thinking could it be a methodology in teaching them as well in expression.CHIJ ST I think it’s a very good program but perhaps you could actually conduct it over a longer period because I think that in this case the period of time is short six or seven weeks I think it’s a bit short and it comes in also in term two which is actually an exam term you know you’ve got mid year exams in May so you’ve got to interrupt the schedule of the program and then start with exams and then after the exams Mrs Chan had to go back and see to them so I felt that was a little bit a bit difficult because you see there’s an interruption it would be good if it was eight continuous weeks or ten continuous weeks you know it’s a different thing because if its part of the curriculum they would have accepted it and they would approach it perhaps with a different kind of attitude and if its in built into the curriculum for a period of more than two years you know I think then you can see the results and definitely their oral skills will improve their self confidence will improve and I think that’s very important for students at this level at this stream. Self confidence because a lot of them just don’t have the self belief they come from families that are very difficult so all these are things that inhibit their progress with a program like this I feel but if its over a period of two years then it can nurture self confidence I mean that’s my belief. for me if I really wanted the program to work and to make a change in terms of their English communication skills and all that I would pick the lower sec or maybe start in maybe upper primary yeah cause if you build it up from there you know ah you will build up the confidence you will build up the responsibility of the students you know the students can manage it yeah and their interest will also be captivated and then they can actually learn drama skills you know they can actually be learning drama skills and at the same time they can be learning oral skills and they would be doing it so naturally it would be effortless. Rather than at sec four because I think at sec four I think the students are already very immersed in their own ways of learning their comfort zones and its very difficult to change that unless its been done earlierSTUDENTS:FAJAR student interview: May 6.What sort of things have you learned?‘Drama, teamwork, how do we prepare ourselves for something that is we have to do or present ourselves so we just learn how to present ourselves.’‘Learn how to communicate with peoples/’						‘In proper English’‘Learn to have more confidence in speaking English and expressing ourselves’‘I have learned how to communicate in proper English’How do you feel now about your ability to communicate in English?‘Can speak more fluently and can express ourselves clearly in better English’Has anyone noticed?‘My mother. I usually have a lot of conversations with her about school, And she has noticed that I have improved my English’What would you tell others?‘I’d say that if you’re going to attend the course, you’re really going to enjoy it, you’re going to improve your English, you can really talk if you, after the lesson you can really talk fluently, nicely and it will be really smooth going and I’d say just enjoy the class.’What will you remember?‘The missing girl. I did the expression of the father and everybody laughed.’CHIJ St Teresa’s May 20Fun. Interesting and exciting.It is something new.Any particular things you have enjoyed.Making up scenes and sharing.Working in groups. And communication and talking to each other.Easy?You are at ease. It is kind of fun so you are more relaxed.What have you learned?‘Taking part in each and every activities and communicating with each other’Not to be shyto be open-minded’facial expression is very important when you are acting. And preparation when you prepare.The part would be hard is the part where you have to admit the ‘lahs’. Has it effected your confidence?Yes, I have become more confident. Not just in drama class, but outside as well. I’m more outspoken now’Before this drama class I was not so confident but now I feel more changed. I don’t feel so shy to talk to outsiders.How do you feel about your English ability now?‘Before this drama class we were not forced to speak very good English so in this drama class we were forced to speak English and we are doing great now.How did you feel about working in this way?More better working in this way than individually. Because we can communicate in a group.It is a challenge and makes you want to do better.Teamwork.I like the emotion and the brainstorming.Why do this?It is fun Lots of challenges. Makes you want to feel like doing it. AdviseTry it FunConfidence. Your English will be better.In 2 years time:How we act and the teacher being in role.The encouragement from the teacher and each other.Woodgrove May 4How did you feel about it?‘They’re good, very, it’s easy for me to understand’Interesting and fun.‘I don’t feel awkward or what.’I felt strange at the first lesson. Now I just enjoy it.‘It let me know there were many ways to learn’Easy:The games were easy.Difficult:Difficult to speak to the whole class.Quite difficult to make up and act out the stories.Enjoyable:Playing with the nouns.What have you learned?Learned to speak up and improve my English. I know more words.Be more expressive than ever. I feel my emotions and when we do things I say things straight away.Learn how to speak up.Use the correct words in a few seconds.Teaches us to think and work in a group.How to talk in English.Mixed responses.It gave me more confidence… in performing anything, to think, to speak up.More confident when presenting in class.Everyone needs to participate. How do you feel about working with your classmates?OkfunLike never communicate with the Malay students more often.Because we are a class. We are a group. Then we everytime do our own thing like. We never communicate more. Then we never have our teamwork. ‘Some people are very often at the class very quiet but through the course they speak very loud and very much’Very active than normal.It is better to work this way than sitting in the class.Boring in class but not these classes.Look forward to the classes.What would you say to others?Its good lah. It’s very interesting you can learn more there.‘You won’t be sitting just sitting at the class ah so straight and boring, you move around but you’ve gotta learn things.’And communicate more with other friends.I recommend it. I definitely recommend it.Fun. We were investigating the president.Will remember?The storiesThe funThe gamesCoralHow have you felt about the drama?I have enjoyed it.Fun. Interesting. We play games together. We do team-building. What have you enjoyed? Found easy? Challenging? Easy: combining each other’s ideas to make one big good idea; acting with movements, I think the dramas were quite easy; easy to communicate with each other.Challenging: when we need to act it is challenging to be watched; feel nervous when acting; started to act in front of the audience with What have you learned?More how to speak English, better English – pronouncing words, Have you felt more confident?Of course!!! AllAre you more confident in other classes?In english yes.Others noticed?No… just something you feel? Everyone is nodding.How do you feel about your ability to communicate in english?More ways to put words together. Improved during the course. Can communicate with friends and speak more English. Unless you understand what the questions are///Do you think this course has helped you?? Yes, a lot. Helped do the talking.How do you feel about working with the others in the class?Was great this way. Would you like more classes like this? Yes, of course.Advice to others.It is really fun, try it.It is interesting also. Can speak more English in a fun way.Stories are fun.I feel more confident. At the end of the lessons how do you feel?I feel like I don’t want to go.I am getting good marks for my compo. I have more good ideas for writing.



Project 2: Speak Out
Invited by the Principal to work as a 
consultancy with the school
Wanted to investigate the teacher ‘capacity’ 
and needs for regular EL teachers to employ 
drama as pedagogy
Provided PD January; assisted with planning; 
co-teaching; modelling – throughout the year.



The Speaking Out Project 2005
Teacher preparation
Teacher-researcher partnerships

Research briefings
Workshops
Drama camp
Readings
Consultation, co-planning and co-teaching
Video reflection



Shift in teaching style
A usual English lesson will be more teacher 

focused, and less on the student interaction. So I 
think [in a] drama lesson there’s more student 
interaction, more student communication. Yeah 
and there’s a lot of movement, so its not only just 
sit and do work but rather they’re always moving 
around [to] explore issues and everything. [This 
is] something that might not be done well if it’s 
just a normal English lesson you know where 
they sit down and have a discussion. Devi 
(interview 281005)



Moving from Moving to
Short-term
Exercise-based
Teacher-controlled
Closed activities

e.g.
script, scripted role-play, 

readers’ theatre, 
language games

Extended
Context-based
Student input
Complex & open

e.g.
unscripted role-play/ 

improvisation, 
playbuilding, process 
drama



Seeing the benefit
Overall, I noticed a greater unity among 
the groups and they conversed in English 
to a greater extent this time round. They 
usually do not speak other languages in 
class, but they do not attempt to converse 
much in English.(Chan journal – 1005)



I can see a significant increase in the 
number of students who speak English 
during that one or two lessons rather 
than only a handful speaking out during 
one lesson. So I think, in a way, it has 
created an awareness or created a need 
to speak English to one another. (Chan 
050505)



Why use drama with ESOL students?
the contextualisation of language
the motivation, confidence and enthusiasm 
that drama promotes;
the encouraging and safe atmosphere of the 
drama classroom; and
the shift in power from teachers to students. 



DOL dramas
every student had to have at least one significant 
dialogue in every lesson;
students were required to react and respond to 
questions or situations without any prior 
preparation;
every drama incorporated group work, and 
students worked in diverse groups. This ensured 
they were not always collaborating with 
members of the same race or their usual 
friendship group and gave them opportunities to 
work with classmates with whom they would not 
normally work;



(cont) 
an ‘English only’ rule was imposed for the 
period of the drama;
a range of different language registers and 
purposes were required by the communication 
contexts within the dramas. Students had the 
opportunity to be persuasive and evasive; to 
create their own narratives; to build on the 
narratives of others; to be angry, happy, sad and 
scared; to create and solve mysteries; and, 
hopefully, to have the opportunity to have fun 
and enjoy speaking in English;
reflection time was allocated at the end of each 
of the dramas. During this time the facilitators 
encouraged the students to vocalise how they felt 
about the work and what they had learned. 



The Missing Girl Drama
Reading
Writing
Speaking 
Listening



Thank you
Please feel free to contact me if you would like 
more information about this research:
madonna.stinson@nie.edu.sg
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